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Abstract—This paper presents the Haptic Mushroom, a grounded encounter-type haptic device with interchangeable end-effectors. It is composed of a three-leg parallel self-constrained mechanism connecting a lower static platform to an upper moving platform. The upper platform moves over the surface of a sphere centered on the lower one. The legs are attached to the moving platform through three joints, which are in turn driven through a spiral cam, finally actuating the chosen end-effector. As a representative example, we consider a soft end-effector, able to change its curvature, and a rigid origami-inspired end-effector, able to change its shape from flat to sharp. However, the device is designed to support a wide range of end-effectors. The paper describes the device and presents the kinematic characterisation of the two end-effectors. We carry out a perceptual experiment, enrolling 12 participants, evaluating the capability of the soft end-effector to render curvatures. Finally, we present a use case where the device is used as an encounter-type haptic interface during interactions with virtual objects.

Index Terms—grounded haptic interfaces, encounter-type haptics, shape-changing devices

I. INTRODUCTION

Grounded haptic devices have been employed for a wide range of applications, from space to surgical robotics, from rehabilitation to industrial training. They include popular commercial haptic systems such as the Virtuose (Haption, FR), Omega.x (Force Dimension, CH), Falcon (Novint, USA) and the Phantom (3D Systems, USA) series, but also grounded self-reconfiguring tangibles, encounter-type interfaces, shape-changing devices, and table-top haptic systems [1]–[5]. Such haptic devices can be categorized in different ways, according to their, e.g., peak force, bandwidth, workspace, rendering capabilities, form factor [6]–[8].

However, there exists no “perfect” haptic interface, as each situation needs a different set of features. For example, an interface might perform well at rendering an object’s curvature, but it may be a worse choice than others if such a feature is not important for the considered task. Similarly, the perceptual relevance of the rendered haptic sensations with respect to the application at hand also needs to be considered for deciding which types of haptic stimuli are more important to convey. Indeed, as providing different types of haptic cues usually means bulkier (and more expensive) interfaces, it is rare to find haptic devices able of convey a large set of haptic sensations [7], [8]. This limitation is particularly daunting in Virtual Reality (VR), where the limited actuation capabilities of the haptic device in use should not limit the design choices for the virtual content [9]. For this reason, modular and reconfigurable approaches, where it is easy to modify, upgrade, and adapt the haptic system to fit the scenario’s needs are increasingly popular [1], [10], [11].
This paper presents the Haptic Mushroom, a 3-degrees-of-freedom (3-DoF) encounter-type grounded kinesthetic device, shown in Figs. 1 and 2. It is composed of two platforms, one fixed on an external support and one moving, connected by a three-leg parallel self-constrained mechanism. The legs move the moving platform around the surface of a sphere centered on the lower fixed base. The legs are attached to the moving platform on joint bases, which are in turn driven by one additional servomotor through a spiral cam. Finally, the chosen end-effector is attached to three vertical joint sliders rigidly installed on the actuated sliding guides. The end-effector can be designed according to the task at end, providing the necessary feedback information. In this paper, as a representative example, we present a soft end-effector, able to render the sensations of interacting with different curvatures, and a rigid origami-like end-effector, able to render the sensations of interacting with different folding shapes.

With respect to other works in the literature, this device combines the characteristics of shape-changing displays and encounter-type systems. Moreover, its modular design enables the easy and quick replacement of the end-effector to best fit the rendering requirements of the environment at hand.

II. RELATED WORK

This Section summarizes the state of the art around the proposed work, focusing on encounter-type grounded haptic interfaces and shape-changing/reconfigurable grounded systems.

Encounter-type grounded haptics. Encounter-type haptic systems convey haptic sensations by reactively positioning a (tangible) end-effector for the human user to encounter. This type of haptic display enables users to have unconstrained, freehand contact with a tangible object provided by a robotic device, differently from more standard haptic devices in which users are required to always contact the end-effector. Mercado et al. [1] presented a comprehensive survey on this topic, proposing a taxonomy for classifying hardware types, as well as an analysis of haptic feedback most used in this context. For example, Mercado et al. [12] attached a cylindrical spinning tangible object to a robotic arm end-effector; the sensation of touching a virtual surface is achieved by coupling the movement of the robot with the sliding movement of the tangible object under the users’ fingers. Similar recent approaches using a robotic arm to present a tangible prop to the user have been presented in [13]–[15]. Alternatively, Suzuki et al. [3] employed multiple tabletop-size ground mobile robots to recreate the sensation of interacting with a virtual environment. The mobile robots move on a table and can change their height and orientation to haptically render various surfaces and objects as the user contacts them. Similar recent approaches using ground mobile robots to present a tangible prop to the user have been presented in [16], [17].

Grounded shape-changing haptics. Actuated tangible user interfaces take advantage of our inherent spatial reasoning skills to haptically manipulate the environment around us. Among these interfaces, shape-changing devices are systems that allow for more general purpose shape change. Researchers have employed such systems for directly touching the (shape-changing) surface [18]–[20], manipulating tangible objects through said surface [21], and remotely interacting through gestures [22]. For example, Poupyrev et al. [19] proposed an electromechanical device consisting of a 2D array of movable light guides, whose height and color can be independently controlled to display images, shapes, and haptic sensations. Nakagaki et al. [20] presented a high-quality feedback 10×5 shape-changing display using linear actuators, able to both detect and apply dynamic force feedback at each pin. Follmer et al. [21] designed a shape display featuring dynamic affordances, constraints, and actuation of passive objects, using 30×30 actuated polystyrene pins in a 381×381 mm area. Blackshaw et al. [22] proposed an array of 120 actuated and instrumented pins, whose motion was controlled by the human user through a series of gestures captured by a depth camera installed above the array.

III. DEVICE DESCRIPTION AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. Device design and structure

The design of this device is inspired by the anti-parallellegram mechanism originally presented in [23] and later adopted in [24], [25]. A prototype of the device is shown in Fig. 1, its schematic design is depicted in Fig. 2, and a set of representative movements are shown in Fig. 3.

Three identical supporting legs are evenly placed around the z axis of two platforms, forming an interlaced structure with no interference between them. The lower base platform is fixed on an external support and houses two servomotors, while the moving platform moves. The end of each leg is centered on the lower fixed base. The legs are attached to the moving platform on joint bases, which are in turn driven by one additional servomotor through a spiral cam. Finally, the chosen end-effector is attached to three vertical joint sliders rigidly installed on the actuated sliding guides. The end-effector can be designed according to the task at end, providing the necessary feedback information. In this paper, as a representative example, we present a soft end-effector, able to render the sensations of interacting with different curvatures, and a rigid origami-like end-effector, able to render the sensations of interacting with different folding shapes.

With respect to other works in the literature, this device combines the characteristics of shape-changing displays and encounter-type systems. Moreover, its modular design enables the easy and quick replacement of the end-effector to best fit the rendering requirements of the environment at hand.

II. RELATED WORK

This Section summarizes the state of the art around the proposed work, focusing on encounter-type grounded haptic interfaces and shape-changing/reconfigurable grounded systems.

Encounter-type grounded haptics. Encounter-type haptic systems convey haptic sensations by reactively positioning a (tangible) end-effector for the human user to encounter. This type of haptic display enables users to have unconstrained, free-hand contact with a tangible object provided by a robotic device, differently from more standard haptic devices in which users are required to always contact the end-effector. Mercado et al. [1] presented a comprehensive survey on this topic, proposing a taxonomy for classifying hardware types, as well as an analysis of haptic feedback most used in this context. For example, Mercado et al. [12] attached a cylindrical spinning tangible object to a robotic arm end-effector; the sensation of touching a virtual surface is achieved by coupling the movement of the robot with the sliding movement of the tangible object under the users’ fingers. Similar recent approaches using a robotic arm to present a tangible prop to the user have been presented in [13]–[15]. Alternatively, Suzuki et al. [3] employed multiple tabletop-size ground mobile robots to recreate the sensation of interacting with a virtual environment. The mobile robots move on a table and can change their height and orientation to haptically render various surfaces and objects as the user contacts them. Similar recent approaches using ground mobile robots to present a tangible prop to the user have been presented in [16], [17].

Grounded shape-changing haptics. Actuated tangible user interfaces take advantage of our inherent spatial reasoning skills to haptically manipulate the environment around us. Among these interfaces, shape-changing devices are systems that allow for more general purpose shape change. Researchers have employed such systems for directly touching the (shape-changing) surface [18]–[20], manipulating tangible objects through said surface [21], and remotely interacting through gestures [22]. For example, Poupyrev et al. [19] proposed an electromechanical device consisting of a 2D array of movable light guides, whose height and color can be independently controlled to display images, shapes, and haptic sensations. Nakagaki et al. [20] presented a high-quality feedback 10×5 shape-changing display using linear actuators, able to both detect and apply dynamic force feedback at each pin. Follmer et al. [21] designed a shape display featuring dynamic affordances, constraints, and actuation of passive objects, using 30×30 actuated polystyrene pins in a 381×381 mm area. Blackshaw et al. [22] proposed an array of 120 actuated and instrumented pins, whose motion was controlled by the human user through a series of gestures captured by a depth camera installed above the array.
motion to the mechanism, as also analysed in [26]. When the base platform is fixed on an external support (as in Fig. 2), the motion of the moving platform is confined on the surface of a sphere centered in the base platform center (see blue dotted lines in Fig. 3). The two servomotors have the motor shaft connected to the distal revolute joint on two legs, providing the above mentioned 2-DoF actuation. The legs equipped with the servomotors have an active rotation on the lower joint and a passive rotation on the other three joints. By varying the actuation of the servomotors, the moving platform can reach any position within its workspace.

An additional servomotor is located on the moving platform, actuating a spiral-cam mechanism that in turn actuates the chosen end-effector through three joint plates on three joint sliders. The spiral cam is rigidly mounted to the servomotor shaft to effectively push the joint bases along their guide-rails. When the cam is turned, the joint bases slide radially, changing the overall diameter of the joint space, indicated as a red circle in Fig. 3. The guide channels allow the joint bases to reach a minimum diameter of 56 mm to a maximum of 106 mm. These dimensions are set by the mechanical constraints on the three legs; increasing the diameter would consequently reduce the height of the coupling parallel mechanism which, in turn, reduces the diameter of the spherical curve of the moving platform workspace (Fig. 3b).

Table 1 shows the main technical specifications of the device. A video of the device in action is available as supplemental material and at https://youtu.be/7reyhpCVQdg.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Technical Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length × Width × Height</td>
<td>12 × 12 × 15 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control system</td>
<td>M5Stack Core2, ESP32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating voltage range</td>
<td>6.0 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating joints speed</td>
<td>0.14 sec/60°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workspace</td>
<td>Spherical curve, radius 13-15 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. The shape-changing end-effectors

As mentioned before, this device has been designed to support a wide range of end-effectors. As a representative example, we present two interchangeable end-effectors: a soft end-effector (E1 in Fig. 1), rendering different curvatures, and a rigid origami-like end-effector (E2 in Fig. 1), rendering different folding shapes. The end-effectors are installed on the joint sliders through passive revolute joints as shown in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2.

1) Soft Y-shaped end-effector: This end-effector is composed of a flexible equilateral Y-shaped strip of PolyFlex TPU90, with a thickness of 1.5 mm. It is shown in Figs. 1 (E1) and 4. The end-effector strip is attached onto the joint plates through three stoppers (see Fig. 2). Because of the radial movement of the joint bases, the Y-shaped strip is forced to bend towards the vertical direction (positive \( z_p \) axis) when the spiral cam rotates. A mechanical stopper prevents the Y-shaped strip to deform in the downward direction. By adjusting the material characteristics of the Y-shaped strip (i.e., dimension, thickness), we can easily render different ranges of curvatures and stiffness.

2) Origami-inspired rigid end-effector: The design of this end-effector is inspired by a modular origami structure. Such surface can fold/unfold to render specific reconfigurable structures. It is shown in Figs. 1 (E2), 5, and 6. To control the rendered shape, a kinematic-based description of the origami
can be obtained [27]. We designed a structure composed of nine identical flat circle sectors (referred to as “panels” in Fig. 5), connected to each other with revolute joints, so as to bend into edges and one vertex in the center. Three of these panels are connected to the three actuated joint sliders through revolute joints. The sector angle per each actuated panel covers 40°, and it is linked to two passive panels as shown in Fig. 5.

When the joint sliders move, the active panels contract in unison approaching to the center of the spiral cam Op (see Fig. 3). Doing so, the connection between the passive triangular elements folds them into a mountain-fold (creating an edge, see Fig. 5). Of course, different origami structure can lead to a wide range of reconfigurable surfaces.

C. Hardware

The device is realised using standard rapid prototyping techniques. All passive mechanical components on the device are 3D printed, using Polylactic Ascid lastic (PLA) and Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU) filament with Stratasys (F370) and PRUSA 3D printer.

The device is actuated by 6V position-controlled servomotors (ZOSKAY 35 kg-cm torque), two are rigidly mounted to the base platform while the motor shafts are connected to the revolute joints of two legs. The third servomotor is mounted on the moving platform, with the shaft aligned to Zp and centered in Op, and drives the spiral cam directly to ensure a high torque transmission. An M5Stack (M5Stack Technology Co., Ltd) integrated controller governs the actuation of all the servomotors, and directly manages the position control.

IV. CHARACTERISATION OF THE END-EFFECTORS

For the characterisation of the end-effectors, let us consider the center of the moving platform Op, as shown in Figs. 3 and 7a. Observing the Fig. 7b, we called Ob the center of the base platform, which is connected in B1, B2, B3 to the moving platform, through the three legs. The device enables points Pl to have variable reciprocal distance dependant on the diameter d(γ) of the slider circle (the circle encompassed by the joint sliders), where γ is the rotation angle of the spiral cam located at the center of the moving platform.

Since the joint sliders are constrained in the symmetrical guides of the spiral cam (see Fig. 2d), the positions of the sliders depend on the spiral-cam mechanism rotational angle γ, driven by the servomotor placed on the moving platform. As an example, when γ is zero, the distance of the joint sliders from the center is dm/2 = 28 mm. The spiral cam mechanism can rotate until reaching a maximum rotation of 2π/3 by moving the joint sliders away from Op, to a maximum distance of dM/2 = 53 mm from Op. This movement actuates the end-effector attached to the joint sliders according to its specific kinematics and characteristics.

Below we analyze how this motion affects the two representative end-effectors that we consider in this paper. On the other hand, the direct and inverse kinematics of the three-legged parallel mechanism can be easily derived using reciprocal screw system theory, similarly to [24].

A. Soft Y-shaped end-effector

As the spiral cam rotates and the joint sliders get closer to each other and to the center of the platform, the end-effector bends, rendering spherical shapes of increasing curvatures. Let
us consider a rendered curve $C(x_{E_1}, R)$ having a curvature $1/R$ at the top of the bent end-effector.

The second order equation $\hat{f}(x_{E_1}) = ax_{E_1}^2 + bx_{E_1} + c$ (where $b$ can be null) that best fits the rendered shape (for a limited sector) can be obtained as:

$$\min_{a, c} ||C(x_{E_1}, R) - \hat{f}(x_{E_1})||^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The integral relation

$$\int_0^{x_{E_1}} \sqrt{1 + (df(x_{E_1})/dx_{E_1})^2} dx_{E_1} = d_M/2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

describes a generic parabolic curve with length $d_M/2$, where $d_M = 106$ mm is the maximum diameter for the slider circle. From there, we can directly obtain $x_{E_1}$ using the Newton-Raphson method and, from the following:

$$x_{E_1} = \frac{d(\gamma)}{2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

we obtain $\gamma$ value for the servomotor.

**B. Origami-inspired end-effector**

Similarly as before, also the configuration of this end-effector depends on the distance of joint sliders from the $O_p$ center and, consequently, by $\gamma$, i.e., the rotation angle of the servomotor on the moving platform. In particular, for the considered origami structure, shown in Figs. 5 and 6, the configuration is constrained at the three anchoring points located on the joint sliders. As the distance between the joint sliders and the center $O_p$ decreases, the angle of the mountain-fold (edge) decreases towards a value of $60^\circ$, with $d(\gamma) = d_m$ when $\gamma = 0^\circ$. The minimum value of the angle (so the “sharpest” configuration of the structure, as shown in Fig. 6c) is obtained when the vertex is raised to $20$ mm along the positive direction of $z_p$ (as in Fig. 6c).

Note that as the spiral cam rotates and the joint sliders gets closer to each other, points $P_i$ get closer to each other, lowering the moving platform. This behavior can be seen in the accompanying video.

**V. User study on the soft Y-shaped end-effector**

We carried out a user study to evaluate the rendering capabilities of the soft Y-shaped end-effector, evaluating its capabilities in generating distinguishable spherical shapes with variable curvatures.

Twelve subjects (10 males, 2 females, aged 22-31) were enrolled in the experiment. Ten of them had little experience with haptic devices (used once a year), two of them had extensive experience with haptic devices (used once a month). Participants used their dominant hand to interact with the device (seven right hand, five left hand).

**A. Experimental setup**

The static platform of the device is fixed on a table, as shown in Fig. 8. Participants sit in front of the table, able to comfortably reach the end-effector of the device. Participants were also asked to wear an eye mask to prevent the participant from seeing the movement of the end-effector. The experimenter controlled the device and recorded the answer given by the participants.

**B. Methods and protocol**

We aim at exploring the difference in curvature participants can perceive when interacting with the soft Y-shaped end-effector. We considered a set of curvatures spanning the whole rendering workspace of the device. The spiral cam can move the joint sliders to encompass circles (see Fig. 3) with diameters from 56 mm to 106 mm, generating curvatures having radii from 30 to 100 mm on the soft end-effector surface (see Sec. IV-A). Using a standard two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) design, we proposed the participants to interact with two curvatures, one after the other, having differences in radii of 5, 10, 15, and 20 mm. Participants were asked to identify which one had the larger curvature. We considered 40 comparisons, each repeated two times, listed in Table II. For each comparison, participants were asked to touch the first surface with their palm for 5 seconds (see Fig. 9), then break contact with the surface, and then touch the second surface for another 5 seconds. Participants were allowed to interact with the surface as they liked during the 5-seconds interactions.

**Table II**

| User Study: Radii (mm) of the Spherical Surfaces Rendered Using the Soft Y-shaped End-effector. |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| (40,45) | (40,50) | (40,55) | (40,60) | (45,40) | (45,50) | (45,55) | (45,60) | (50,40) | (50,45) | (50,50) | (50,60) | (55,40) | (55,45) | (55,50) | (55,60) | (60,40) | (60,45) | (60,50) | (60,55) |
| (75,80) | (75,85) | (75,90) | (75,95) | (80,75) | (80,80) | (80,90) | (80,95) | (85,75) | (85,80) | (85,90) | (85,95) | (90,75) | (90,80) | (90,85) | (90,90) | (95,75) | (95,80) | (95,85) | (95,90) |

**Fig. 8.** User study. Experimental setup showing a user interacting with the end-effector. Users were not able to see the device moving.
C. Results

Figure 10 shows the recognition accuracy registered during the experiment. As expected, the difference in the presented curvatures increases, it is easier to correctly identify which one has the larger curvature. Results reveal that participants gave higher recognition accuracy when the radius difference increases from 5 mm to 20 mm. This result also indicates that the two renderings with more radius difference are easier to distinguish than the one with less difference.

VI. USE CASE: ENCOUNTER-TYPE INTERACTION WITH RE-CONFIGURABLE SURFACES

To showcase the device capabilities in delivering on-demand haptic touch sensations, we designed a use case study where participants interacted with virtual objects in a three-dimensional environment.

The base platform of the device was fixed on a table as in the previous experiment. Participants were asked to wear a HTC Vive tracker on their wrist, so as to track the position of the hand. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 11. The device follows the movement of the hand, so as to always face the user’s palm, ready for interaction.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We presented the “Haptic Mushroom”, a 3-DoF grounded shape-changing encounter-type haptic device designed for interchangeable end-effectors that can be easily and manually exchanged to provide the sensation of touching curved or slanted surfaces with the palm. The device can support several end-effectors. As a representative example, we presented two end-effectors in this paper: a soft end-effector, able to change its curvature, and a rigid origami-inspired end-effector, able to change its shape from flat to sharp.

With respect to existing solutions, the proposed device combines the characteristics of encounter-type devices with those of shape-changing/reconfigurable interfaces. Moreover, the possibility of easily adapting the end-effector to the target haptic sensations makes the device quite flexible and applicable to a broad range of scenarios.

A user study enrolling 12 participants evaluated the performance of the soft end-effector in rendering different curvatures, showing over 90% recognition accuracy when rendering curvatures that differed 0.1 mm−1 or more. A use case scenario showed the potential of using the device in rendering virtual shapes during a free-hand encounter-type interaction. Users shown a sufficient capability in distinguishing curvature ranges and angular surfaces with the presented device, showing its viability in virtual and remote interactions.

One of the limitations of the proposed interface is its workspace, which results to be quite small. However, the size of the spherical surface onto which the upper platform moves can be easily modified by adjusting the length of the legs. Moreover, thanks to the light weight of the device, it can be also attached to a standard robotic arm for interactions in much larger workspaces. Another limitation is in its actuation and 3D printer structure. Using DC motors instead of servomotors and sturdier materials would guarantee higher position control accuracy. Finally, while the current prototype has only been tested in perceptual experiments, it can also be suitable for guidance applications, e.g., rendering the presence of virtual and physical fixtures during remote manipulation or mobile robotic guidance.
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